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• Total Attendees:  86 registrants; 30 speakers
• 42 Responses

Self-Identified Attendee Roles (at registration)



Q. The general presentations were:

# Question Below 
Average

Averag
e

Above 
Average Excellent Did not attend 

session
Respons

e
Averag
e Value

1 Opening Keynote: Andy 
Stoll - - 3 35 3 41 4.00

2 Noon Keynote: Lisa 
Tschauner - 3 7 28 3 41 3.76

3 Big Ideas Talks - 2 4 21 9 36 4.03



Q. Overall, to what extent did the conference ....

# Question
Not 
at 
all

Slightl
y

Moderatel
y

Ver
y

Extremel
y

Respons
e

Averag
e Value

1 Increase your awareness of Nebraska's 
entrepreneurial ecosystem - - 10 21 10 41 4.00

2 Inspire you to become a better advocate for 
Nebraska's entrepreneurial ecosystem - - 6 22 13 41 4.17

3
Challenge you to enhance your 
entrepreneurial education, programs, 
resources or services

- 2 5 22 12 41 4.07



Q. How effective were the presentations in...

# Question
Not 

effectiv
e at all

Slightly 
effectiv

e

Moderatel
y effective

Very 
effectiv

e

Extremel
y 

effective

Respons
e

Averag
e Value

1 Providing you with ideas on how to 
better work with  entrepreneurs - 1 12 20 8 41 4.05

2
Enhancing your skills and abilities 
around entrepreneurship 
education and support

- - 12 23 6 41 4.00

3 Increasing your confidence in using 
the tools and resources shared. - 1 14 20 6 41 3.90



Q. Based on the information gained at the Summit, you plan to 
make the following changes in the area of entrepreneurship 
(teaching, advocating, supporting, coaching, etc.) Explain:

Text Entry

The University of Nebraska - Industrial Agricultural Products Center will expand efforts to reach out to more entrepreneurs 
regarding opportunities to add value to agricultural based materials for brobased(?) products.

current information to share with my high school students. The reminder that relationships & connections are so very important.

Supporting and hopefully to become an entrepreneur.

Hopefully be better support for entrepreneurs and develop my own entrepreneurship goal.

Amazing opportunity, thank you very much.  Can't wait for next year.

Share the effectiveness of our program by seeking ways for students to &quot;tell their story&quot;.

I plan on more community based projects

I plan to advocate for maker's spaces in our community.

More public speaking!

New ideas were gained through the sessions that will enhance my entrepreneurial camp.

Continuing my efforts to engage economic and community developers in our shared vision to enhance Nebraska's economy 
through building sound entrepreneurial ecosystems in communities large and small.



Text Entry

Continue to network with others. Be bolder in asking for partnerships. Be more connected - we're all working for the same end 
goal.

Increase youth participation

Would be nice to offer decaf coffee in the morning

We will explore  and provide more entrepreneurship opportunities for our high school students.

Implement career adacamies

Increase promotion; connecting businesses ready for transition with interns; work on my own startup.

We are planning on doing more entrepreneurship in the classrooms for school enrichment.

Andy-Kaufman: take steps to improve community supports to develop entrepreneurship ecosystems in rural Nebraska

Reaching out to other practitioners.



Q. The session that you liked best or gained the most useful 
information from was:

Name of session or speaker

Response

1. Big Idea Talks; 2. Andy Stoll

Andy Stoll

Big Ideas

Maker's Spaces

Nicholas and Paloma

The panel (Big Ideas?)

Gallup Presentation

#1C #2C & #3A

Andy Stoll

Destroy the classroom - Brennan Costello

Andy Stoll

Rural entreprenuer

Andy Stoll

Millard Business Academy

Andy Stoll

Dagen Valentine

Any Stoll

Andy Stoll

Maker space

Millard South Business Academy

Andy Stoll

Panelist at end (Big Ideas)

Realistic Rural Entrepreneurship

1. Andy Stoll 2. Dena Beck

Andy and Lisa

Big Idea Talks



Q. Why did you like it best or felt you gained the most useful 
information from

Response

1. I always enjoy hearing from entrepreneurs; 2. Really enjoyed his big picture perspective.

Gained perspective

How to think about finding a problem within a small community

Confirming future business models

The presenter's &quot;stories&quot; provided real live examples.

I got a lot of ideas to use and made some great contacts as well.

The idea of a Maker's Space trailers - so elegant!

Knowledgeable and  intriguing

Engagind, interesting, inspiring!

very motivational!

Great perspectives on entrepreneurship and Kauffman's current programs and focus points.

Very easy to listen to and had stories to back up his talk.

Learned about BP10

Explained program well

Like all three sessions

Practical Info.

Everything about it

Best keynote speaker ever!

See real examples of how...

1. Inspiration; 2. Nebraska isn't the only state with the same struggles

They are attempting to really individual learning for students

It gave me information on how to develop entrepreneurs in Nebraska and to make and impact.

We heard from actual entrepreneurs - their pitfalls, their successes, what they still need



Q. What did you most enjoy about the Summit?

Text Entry

Thank you for offering it in Kearney! Definitely gives a different geographic location of people the opportunity to get this 
information.

Team building

Enthusiasm from participants

Very informative (snacks were a plus!)

The Panel

Networking/learning of others' ideas & programs.

Networking

Networking opportunties

The networking & Andy & Lisa's keynotes - nice work!

the networking and diverse crowd

Hearing the message that entrepreneurship is really about collaboration as opposed to cut throat competition. This is a paradigm
shift in business.

Networking

The focus of entrepreneurship.

Andy Stoll talk

Networking, networking, networking

The great networking!

The range of sessions and the opportunities to network.

Opening Speaker

Keynote - Andy Stoll

Collaboration

The keynote speaker and the networking with others

networking; hearing stories of Eship from founders and how resource providers can do better

The new ideas

Networking - new in my position so this helped put contract in my toolbox.

Very organized and the sessions were all very beneficial.

Networking with others



Q. The Summit was...

# Question 1 2 3 4 5 Response Average Value

1 Unorganized:Organized - - - 5 35 40 4.88



Q. The Summit meals were of...

# Question 1 2 3 4 5 Response Average Value

1 Low quality:High quality - - 2 9 29 40 4.68



The Summit interaction/networking time was...

# Question 1 2 3 4 5 Response Average Value

1 Low:High - 1 8 7 24 40 4.35



Q. Overall, the Summit was ...

# Question 1 2 3 4 5 Response Average Value

1 of little relevancy:of high relevancy - - 2 12 26 40 4.60

2 of little satisfaction:of high satisfaction - - 2 9 28 39 4.67



Q. How easy was the "Sched" online scheduler in...

# Question Difficult to 
use

Somewhat 
Difficult

Somewhat 
easy

Easy to 
use

Did not 
use

Respons
e

Average 
Value

1 Accessing Sched website - 1 10 16 13 40 4.03

2 Downloading mobile app 1 2 4 10 22 39 4.28

3 Obtaining workshop 
information - - 7 20 12 39 4.13

4 Providing session 
feedback - - 2 15 20 37 4.49



Q. Please provide your suggestions for 2018 EBPS Summit (speakers, 
topics, logistics, etc.)

Text Entry

I understand you probably have lower attendance, but I really do appreciate you providing this opportunity in Kearney.

I would like to see more on the agriculture entrepreneurship. Tom Field at UNL does an excellent job working with youth. 
Agriculture is the sustainer of everyday living, we need to focus on how to get more involved as we become more mechanized.

Where were the rural agriculture entrepreneurs?

Comments from above - summit start was fuzzy
Encourage more group activities for networking 0 Circle set-up in breakout sessions

How to use social media / web design for entrepreneurs - missed social media workshop today.

Keep up the GREAT work!

Keep up the fabulous work!

Have Andy Stoll back and have him do breakout sessions.

Mobile app would not load.

Add some high school exemplars into the breakout sessions

More of the same

Great job with the Keynote speakers!

My schedule didn't allow me to stay for the entire day, so maybe I just missed this, but it would be great to receive contact
information/resources from the speakers in a followup email or some sort of correspondence.

We need more people there. These are great sessions and this is such an important topic but there needs to be more people to 
hear the speakers, etc. More promotion across the state. Please do not schedule it the same day as the Nebraska Community 
Foundation Annual Training and Dinner. I think this has happened a couple of years now. There are so many communities that 
would love to hear this messaging, but they are already committed to that event.

promote specific topics (Eship stories)  to politicians (i.e. state legislators) so they understand the value of what we're doing.  This 
take delegated planning and effort on conference organizers but 
very important.

Andy Stoll return.
Defy Ventures - Entrepreneur Training in Prison system

Perhaps more time to ask some of the entrepreneurs questions and such.

Excellent conference - liked the variety of breakouts - just wish I could have heard them all.
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